
 

 
 

 

Mastek Wins New Digital Data Platform Project at the EBRD 
 

The new data platform will increase the Bank’s operational efficiencies and customer 

engagement across multiple countries. 

 

Reading, U.K. – Jan 04, 2018 – The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

(EBRD) has awarded Mastek a three-year contract to deliver a new data platform. The EBRD 

is a global development investment bank that uses investment as a tool to build market 

economies in developing and emerging countries.  

 

The project is being implemented as part of the EBRD’s digital transformation plan to deliver 

enhanced operational and customer engagement globally. Mastek will design, deliver and 

support the new data platform, which will serve as the bedrock for digital expansion. It is being 

built on the MapR, Converged Data Platform, which will allow the bank to harness the power 

of its data to improve business outcomes.   

 

According to Richard Williams, Managing Director – IT at EBRD, “We promote market-

oriented economies and private and entrepreneurial initiatives in the countries we operate. 

Mastek is our preferred supplier for data platform, data integration services and identity 

access management. Their deployment of the digital data platform will help reinforce our 

commitment to entrepreneurship, and accelerate the pace at which we foster change in 

economic systems.” 

 

 “Our proven track record of implementing and managing complex data solutions for 

multinational private and public sector enterprises, as well as our ability to partner 

collaboratively and the similar corporate values we share is an affirmation of our best-fit with 

EBRD.” says Andy Hicketts, VP - Private Sector. He added, “We look forward to building 

our relationship into an enduring long term partnership.” 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

About Mastek 

Mastek is a digital transformation specialist that engineers excellence for customers in the 

UK, US and India. We enable large scale business change programmes through our service 

offerings, which include agile consulting, digital commerce, BI and analytics, application 

development, support and testing. Whether it’s creating new applications, modernising 

existing ones or recovering failing projects, we help enterprises to navigate the digital 

landscape and stay competitive. Learn more by visiting www.mastek.com 
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